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Emergent topological phenomena in active
polymeric fluids†

Raj Kumar Manna a and P. B. Sunil Kumar *ab

Polymeric fluids show a wealth of topological phenomena, from entanglement and reptation at

microscales to orientational ordering and defect production at macroscales, which can be explained by

statistical-mechanical theories. In the presence of activity, the latter must be augmented by forces that

cause spontaneous chain motion and fluid flow. Here, using such augmented Langevin equations, we

study active polymeric solutions and melts composed of chains of hydrodynamically interacting

stresslets. In a spherical volume, contractile chains are unstable and self-knot into entangled melts at

both low and high densities. Extensile chains in the same geometry form an unentangled reptating state

at low densities and an entangled, coherently moving, non-reptating state at high densities. On a

spherical surface, contractile chains show transitions, with increasing areal density, between isotropic,

orientationally ordered and micro-phase separated states. Extensile chains in the same geometry show a

transition between isotropic and nematic states. In both cases, defects in orientationally ordered states

are produced athermally and without conserving topological charge. Our work reproduces the

phenomenology of several recent experiments, highlights the importance of hydrodynamic interactions

in active polymer fluids, and suggests non-equilibrium kinetic routes to topological structures that are

otherwise difficult to obtain in equilibrium.

1 Introduction

The fluid states of long polymeric molecules are distinguished

from their low-molecular weight counterparts by a fascinating

variety of topological phenomena.1–4 They arise from the collec-

tive properties of many polymer chains and, qualitatively,

are largely insensitive to the microscopic properties of the

constituents. All polymeric fluids, for instance, contain

entanglements between chains and relax strains by reptation,

a diffusive snaking motion of chains.5 While these phenomena

are confined to length scales comparable to the chain size, at

larger length scales, emergent phenomena associated with the

breaking of continuous symmetries make their appearance.6,7

With the increase in density, polymeric fluids exhibit phase

transitions from a disordered isotropic phase to orientationally

ordered liquid-crystalline phases.8,9 In addition to the usual

disclinations – topological defects associated with the sponta-

neous breaking of rotational symmetry – polymeric liquid

crystalline phases contain hairpins and chain ends, two classes

of defects that can only exist in a phase of chains.10–12

To understand how these topological phenomena determine

the macroscopic properties of polymeric fluids has been one of

the central goals of polymer science.13,14

For phenomena in or close to thermal equilibrium,

statistical-mechanical theories, in which mechanical equations

of motion are augmented by fluctuating forces of thermal

origin, have been impressively successful in rationalizing

experimental observations.2,15 Recently, a new class of strongly

non-equilibrium polymeric fluids have been synthesized in

which ballistic polymeric motion can occur in the absence of

external forces.16–20 The assemblies of these ‘‘active’’ polymeric

fluids have been shown to display large scale patterns such as

lattices of asters and vortices,16,21,22 swarm-like moving clusters

and spirals,23 and motile topological defects.17,18,24 To under-

stand these emergent structures,25 in a collection of active

polymers, many theoretical studies based on continuum- and

particle-based models have been developed.26–33 These active

polymers contain mechanisms by which energy, drawn from

internal or external reservoirs, is converted into mechanical

work. This net flow of energy is dissipated in the ambient fluid

to produce non-equilibrium steady states. The local conserva-

tion of momentum in the fluid implies that the activity-induced

motion of chain segments can be transmitted through the fluid

to other segments. This non-local coupling of spontaneous

chain motion is a phenomenon without any equilibrium analogue.

The novel emergent topological phenomena in such ‘‘active’’
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polymeric fluids cannot be understood within the framework of

conventional statistical-mechanical theories, as they do not include

the active forces that cause spontaneous chain motion.

Motivated by this lacuna, here we construct a statistical

mechanical model of active polymeric fluids that takes into

account both the spontaneous motion of chains and hydro-

dynamically mediated dissipative, long-ranged, many-body

active forces that cause such motion. The model is framed

in terms of Langevin equations, describing the motion of

each polymer chain, which contains, in an explicit form, both

intra-chain and inter-chain active forces.34,35 Each active poly-

mer is modeled as a chain of active beads connected by

potentials that enforce linear connectivity, self-avoidance, and

semi-flexibility.36 The activity of each bead is represented by a

stresslet, with magnitude S and the principal axis t̂, oriented

along the local chain tangent. The beads produce extensile

(contractile) flows along the principal axis for positive (negative)

values of S. The forces between beads have contributions from

their passive motion and their activity, which are described

quantitatively by generalized Stokes laws.35 Additionally, each bead

experiences a confining potential that restricts it to either the

surface or the interior of a closed manifold. Chain motion results

from the balance of active forces, Stokes drag in the fluid, the

constraining effect of the various potentials, and thermal

fluctuations.

The key dimensionless parameter in the model is the activity

number A ¼ LS=k, where L is the chain length and k is the

chain bending rigidity.36 It is the ratio of characteristic times

tk = ZL4/k to tS = ZL3/S, associated with chain elasticity and

spontaneous flow, respectively, in a Stokesian fluid of viscosity

Z. The dynamics of a single chain has been studied extensively

within this model to reveal curvature instabilities,36 biomimetic

oscillations,37,38 and active stiffening.39

Here we study a collection of such chains comprising an

active polymeric fluid, confined to the interior of a spherical

volume or to the (permeable) surface bounding it. The first

geometry can be realised in optical traps, while the second

geometry is motivated by recent experiments on mixtures of

bio-filaments and motor proteins confined to the interface of

an emulsion droplet.18 While the second geometry has been

studied extensively40–42 in the context of 2d active nematics,

relatively few studies37,38,45 explored the effect of activity

induced bulk flows on the dynamics of active polymers. The

key parameters are the chain density, quantified by volume (fv)

and surface (fs) fractions, and the activity number A. We simulate

dilute solutions and melts of both contractile Ao 0ð Þ and extensile

A4 0ð Þ chains. Our results, summarised in Table 1, are partitioned

into four combinations corresponding to volume or surface con-

finement and contractile or extensile activity. Contractile solu-

tions in volume confinement are topologically unstable and yield

self-knotted, entangledmelts. Extensile chains in the same geometry

form an unentangled reptating state at low densities and an

entangled, coherently moving, non-reptating state at high

densities. Contractile chains confined to a spherical surface show

transitions between isotropic, orientationally ordered and micro-

phase separated states. Extensile chains in the same geometry

show a transition between isotropic and nematic states. In both

cases, defects in ordered states are produced athermally and

without the conservation of topological charge.

2 Method

We consider Np active polymers confined to the surface or

interior of a spherical volume. An active polymer is modeled as

a chain of Nc spherical active beads of radius b, with the center

of mass coordinate Rn, and linear velocity Vn. The total number

of beads in the system is N = Np � Nc and n = 1, 2, . . ., N. The

activity of the bead is represented by surface slip, truncated

to the first non-trivial contribution, which is the stresslet. This

is represented by a second-rank symmetric tensor

Sn ¼ S t̂n t̂n �
1

3
d

� �

which represents an apolar and achiral active bead. The

equation of motion of a collection of such beads is36,37,39

_Rn ¼ lTTnmðRn;RmÞ � F
b
m

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

passive

þ pðTSÞnm ðRn;RmÞ � Sm
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

active

þ nn
|{z}

Brownian

(1)

where the mobility, lnm, and the propulsion, pnm, matrices are

lTTnmðRn;RmÞ ¼ F 0
nF

0
mGðRn;RmÞ;

pðTSÞnm ðRn;RmÞ ¼ F 0
nF

1
m=mGðRn;RmÞ;

G(r,r0) is Green’s function of Stokes flow, and nn is a noise that

respects the fluctuation–dissipation relation. Here we take

8pZGijðr; r
0Þ ¼

dij

r
þ
rirj

r3
;

with r = r � r0, to be the Oseen tensor. Finite-size corrections

are encoded in the Faxen operator F l
n ¼ 1þ

b2

4l þ 6
=

2

� �

. The

principal axis t̂n of the stresslet is identified with the chain

tangent. Here, we assume that the relative strength of the activity

is so large that the Brownian noise makes negligible contribution

to the dynamics. Thus, we neglect the effect of thermal fluctua-

tions and work in the deterministic limit of the above dynamics.

The body force Fbn on the n-th active bead is the gradient of

the total potential,

Fbn = �=U.

Table 1 Summary of main results for contractile and extensile polymeric fluids in volume or surface confinement

Contractile Extensile

Volume confinement Self-entanglement, stable entangled states Mutual entanglement, entanglement transition
Surface confinement T-Junctions, +1 defects, hairpins I–N transition, �1

2 defects, hairpins
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Here the potential U is the sum of the intra-polymer potential

Uaa and inter-polymer potential Uab, U ¼
P

a

Uaa þ
P

b4 a

Uab

 !

,

where the indices a and b label the polymers. The intra-polymer

potential consists of connectivity, semi-flexibility, self-

avoidance and confining potentials,

Uaa ¼
XNc�1

m¼1

UC
Rm;Rmþ1ð Þ þ

XNc�2

m¼2

UEðRm�1;Rm;Rmþ1Þ

þ
X

mo n

USðRm;RnÞ þ
XNc

m¼1

UConf ðRmÞ

The connectivity potential is the two body harmonic spring

potential UC ¼
1

2
kðjRm � Rmþ1j � b0Þ

2, where b0 and k is the

equilibrium bond length and elasticity parameter respectively.

The elastic potential UE = �k(1 � cosf) penalizes departures of

the angle f between consecutive bond vectors from its equili-

brium value of zero. The rigidity parameter �k is related to the

chain bending rigidity as k = b0�k. The self-avoidance potential

US is taken as the Weeks–Chandler–Andersen potential, which

vanishes if the distance between beads rmn = |Rm � Rn| exceeds

2b. In addition, active polymers are subjected to a potential

which confines the polymers to the interior of a spherical

volume or on a spherical surface. For the volume confinement,

the confining potential is given by

UConf ðRnÞ ¼
c
expð1=ðR� rÞÞ

ðlmax � rÞ
r4R; ro lmin

0 Otherwise

8

><

>:

(2)

and the potential that confines the polymers on the surface of a

sphere is taken as

UConf ðRnÞ ¼

c
expð1=ðr� RÞÞ

ðr� lminÞ
roR; r4 lmin

c
expð1=ðR� rÞÞ

ðlmax � rÞ
r4R; ro lmax

0 r ¼ R

8

>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>:

where R is the radius of the confining sphere, r = |Rn|, lmin =

R � 4b, and lmax = R + 4b. This confining potential is applied

only to polymers and the fluid flow is infinite. The inter-

polymer potential Uab consists of the self-avoidance term alone.

The position of each active bead changes according to the

kinematic equation
:
Rn = Vn. We use an Euler scheme to

integrate the equation of motion. A complete list of parameters

used in the simulations is given in Table S1 of the ESI.†

3 Active fluid flows

It has been shown in earlier simulations36,39 that active fluid

flows, in an unbounded geometry, suppress transverse pertur-

bations in a contractile active polymer and enhance it in an

extensile active polymer. In the case of a single active filament,

this nature of active fluid flows leads to stabilising the straight

conformation of a contractile active polymer and propulsion

of a bend extensile active polymer in the direction opposite to

its signed curvature.36,39 Similar behaviour is also observed

when the polymer is confined to a surface of a sphere, with a

contractile polymer stable in the linear configuration and

an extensile polymer spontaneously moving opposite to the

direction of its signed curvature (see Fig. S1 and Movie S1,

ESI†). However, the dynamics of the polymers and its coupling

with the fluid flows become more interesting with increasing

number of polymers. Fig. 1 shows the dynamics of a pair

of contractile (top panels) and extensile polymers (bottom

panels) on the surface of a sphere, together with the fluid

flows projected onto the surface of the confining sphere. The

attractive flows at the polymer end drive contractile polymers

to form T-junctions (Fig. 1(c) and Movie S1, ESI†), similar to

that observed in the case of contractile stiff rods in two

dimensions.43 On the other hand, fluid flows around extensile

polymers, being in a direction opposite to that of contractile

polymers, lead to repulsion of their ends, lateral attraction, and

spontaneous motion polymers (Fig. 1(d–f) and Movie S1, ESI†).

We turn now to our results.

4 Knots, reptation, entanglement
4.1 Contractile activity and volume confinement

Our first result, shown in the top panels of Fig. 2, is on the

dynamics of a pair of contractile polymers confined to a spherical

volume whose diameter, 2R, is smaller than the chain length, L.

Under the influence of their mutual hydrodynamic flow, a pair of

initially separated chains pass through a transient state with an

increasing number of knots and links to reach a stable entangled

state with a constant number of knots and links. Instantaneous

measures of the degrees of knotting and linking are provided by

the crossing, Cn, and linking, Ln, numbers respectively (see

the ESI†). We compute their averages through the course of the

dynamics, as shown in Fig. 2d and Movie S2 (ESI†). From the

dynamics of pairs, it is clear that the initial configuration

of separated chains at any volume fraction is unstable and flows

into a stable entangled state. This is confirmed by simulations

for volume fractions jv = 0.08, 0.16, 0.20, and 0.23, shown in

Fig. 2(e and f) and Movie S2 (ESI†). For confinement diameters

that are larger than L, initially separated chains do not knot or

link. This is because, in an unbounded geometry, hydrodynamic

flows produced by a contractile polymer suppress its transverse

perturbation and a straight conformation is stable.39 Therefore, at

low volume concentration, in the absence of strong confinement

(for 2R 4 L), contractile polymers are always in the straight

conformation (see Fig. S3, ESI†). However, an entangled state

emerges, with a gradual increase in the volume fraction, which is

qualitatively the same as the entangled state for 2R o L. These

results are illustrated in Fig. S3 (ESI†).

4.2 Extensile activity and volume confinement

Extensile activity completely alters the dynamics seen above.

At low volume concentration, for 2Ro L, chains move ballistically
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within the confining volume and do not knot or link. With an

increase in volume fraction, the chains begin to align parallel

to each other. At low values of activity, chains move collectively

but additionally slide past each other. Unlike reptation, where the

distance between chain centroids grows diffusively, here their

distance grows ballistically. We call this motion ‘‘active reptation’’.

With the increase in activity, chains confine into a bundle and the

bundle rotates as a single rigid body. These results are illustrated

in Fig. 3(a–d) and Movie S3 (ESI†). Some chains are coloured blue

as a guide to the eye.

To quantify the integrity of the bundle, we compute the auto-

correlation, C(t) = hrabij (t)r
ab
ij (t + t)i, of the distance, rabij = |rai � rbj |,

between monomer i on chain a and monomer j on chain b,

summing over all monomers and chains. The enhanced corre-

lation with an increase in activity reflects the transition from an

incoherent motion, where reptation dominates, to a coherent

motion, where reptation is largely absent. The auto-correlation

is well-approximated by an exponential, C(t) = c exp[�t/tc], for

all chosen values of activity. The relaxation time, tc, increases

monotonically with volume fraction, due to the enhanced steric

constraints (Fig. 3f). On the other hand, with activity it initially

decreases as active reptation is able to relax configurations

and then begins to increase as coherent motion sets in (Fig. 3g).

The minimum in tc, as a function of activity, marks the onset

of coherent motion. A state diagram in the activity number–

volume fraction plane summarises the results of 72 parameter

values, confirming that the entangled state emerges at high

activity and large volume fraction values (Fig. 3h). The natures

of this transition, viewed from either the dynamical system or

thermodynamic point of view, remain to be explored.

Entangled states. As is evident in the snapshots, the nature

of the entangled states of extensile polymers is different from

that formed by contractile active polymers. This difference

between the entangled states of extensile and contractile

polymers is obvious from the average crossing number hCni

and the average linking number hLni, which are the measures

of self- and inter-chain entanglement respectively (see Fig. S2 and

S5, ESI†). The average linking number hLni of extensile polymers

is much lower than that of contractile polymers, implying that

the inter-chain entanglement is lower for extensile polymers.

On the other hand, the crossing number hCni, indicating the

self-entanglement, is higher at high values of fv for extensile

polymers. These results indicate that the collective motion of

extensile polymers is through more localised linking involving

many polymers, while a few polymers linking to many control the

bundling of contractile polymers at higher densities.

Fig. 1 Fluid flows produced by a pair of contractile (top panels) and extensile polymers (bottom panels) on the surface of a sphere. For clarity, only

the fluid flow at the surface is shown. The first three panels (a–c) show that attractive flows at the end of the contractile polymers lead to the formation

of T-junctions. Fluid flows around the extensile polymers (d–f) enhance any transverse perturbation, which generates spontaneous motion of

individual polymers. Arrows represent the direction of fluid flows projected onto the surface of the confining sphere. Colors indicate the logarithm

of the magnitude of fluid velocity normalised by its maximum. The activity numbers, A, for the top and the bottom panels are �30 and 30

respectively.
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5 Order, elasticity, defects

When active polymers are confined to the surface of a manifold,

the possibility of knots and links is precluded, as are the

entangled states observed in volume confinement. Instead, it

is now possible, by increasing the polymer surface fraction,

fs, to transit from an isotropic state, in which the local chain

tangents, viewed as a director, are orientationally disordered, to

a nematic state, in which they are orientationally ordered.

While such isotropic–nematic transitions have been well-studied

in passive polymers both in the bulk and at surfaces, here, the

presence of activity brings with it a number of surprising

differences. We present the results of our simulations, sectioned,

as before, into contractile and extensile activity.

Fig. 3 Extensile active polymers in volume confinement, for confinement diameter less than chain length. The top panels show configurations at activity

number A ¼ 30 and volume fraction fv = 0.10 (first two panels) and volume fraction fv = 0.23 (last two panels). Chains are in a disentangled, reptating

state in (a and b) and in an entangled, coherently moving, non-reptating state in (c and d). Each chain is colored from green to red with increasing

normalized magnitude of its local curvature using the same colorbar as in Fig. 2. Some chains are labelled blue as a guide to the eye. The bottom panels

show quantitative measures of the transition from reptating to coherent motion. The enhancement of the autocorrelation, C(t), of the distance between

monomer pairs belonging to different polymers, plotted in units of the active relaxation time tS is shown in (e). This enhancement is quantified by plotting

the characteristic time scale tc as a function of volume fraction for different activities in (f) and as a function of activity for different volume fractions in (g).

The minimum in the tc Að Þ curve marks the onset of entanglement. This minimum is used to locate the boundary between unentangled and entangled

states in the activity number–volume fraction plane in (h).

Fig. 2 Contractile active polymers in volume confinement, for confinement diameter less than chain length. The first three panels (a–c) show the

activity-induced knotting and linking dynamics of a pair of chains. The corresponding variations along the dynamical trajectory of the instantaneous

average crossing number, Cn(t), and the absolute value of the average linking number, |Ln(t)|, are shown in scaled time t̃k = t/tk in (d). This tendency of

chain pairs to spontaneously entangle implies that dilute solutions of separated chains are always unstable in the disentangled states and lead, at any

volume fraction fv, to stable entangled states. This is verified by simulations that produce entangled configurations at volume fractions fv = 0.08, 0.16,

0.20, and 0.23, shown in the remaining panels (e–h). For all the panels, the activity number A is �30. Each chain in the bottom panels is colored from

green to red with increasing normalized magnitude of its local curvature.
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5.1 Contractile activity and surface confinement

In two dimensions, two rigid extensile polymers attract sideways,

forming parallel configurations, while two rigid contractile

filaments align perpendicular to each other.43 This basic

difference between the preferred orientations of the contractile

and extensile filaments also occurs in the configurations

of semiflexible active filaments constrained to move in two

dimensions. The configurations of contractile polymers on the

surface of a sphere in the activity number–surface density plane

are shown in Fig. 4 and Movie S4 (ESI†). The tendency of the

filament ends to align perpendicular to the filament body, at

moderate activity and surface fractions, leads to the formation

of loops (+1 defects) and T junctions (+1/2 defects). The

formation of T junctions is due to the attractive flows at

the polymer ends (see Fig. 1 and Movie S1, ESI†). Similar T

junctions are observed in the simulation of contractile stiff

rods43 and in the experiment with extensile gold–platinum–

gold rods.44 The number of these defects at any surface density

increases as the activity increases (Fig. S6, ESI†). As can be

seen from Fig. S6 of the ESI,† the rate of production of

+1 defects also increases with activity. The contractile polymers

suppress the formation of highly curved structures, and

the loops are stabilised only by the T junctions at the polymer

ends. At higher activity, wavy curvature instability appears

along the polymers, the orientational order is lost and the

contractile polymers form an isotropic phase (bottom panels

of Fig. 4). This polymer crumpling is the result of compressive

stress from the contractile flows. However, the validity of

the assumption that the stresslets are aligned along the tangent

to the polymer breaks down once the polymers form this

crumpling state.

5.2 Extensile activity and surface confinement

At small surface fractions, extensile active polymers move

disjointly on the surface of the sphere (Movie S5, ESI†). With

increasing polymer surface fraction, hydrodynamic interactions

between polymers becomes appreciable to align and cluster the

polymers, leading to a nematic phase. We identify regions in

Fig. 4 Contractile active polymers in surface confinement. The 12 panels show instantaneous configurations for different values of surface fraction fs

and activity A. Starting with an isotropic phase on the top left, increases in the volume fraction produce an orientationally ordered phase dense with +1

disclinations, while increasing the activity leads to another isotropic phase in which the chains exhibit oscillatory curvature instability. Each chain is

colored from green to red with increasing normalized magnitude of its local curvature using the same colorbar as in Fig. 2.
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the parameter space of fs and A where these non-equilibrium

nematic phases are stable (see Fig. 5).

In the nematic phase, the clusters of polymers generated are

dynamic objects, with the collective motion of the polymers

creating and annihilating +1/2 hairpin defects and �1/2

defects. Snapshots depicting the dynamics of active polymers

on the surface of the sphere are shown in Fig. 6(a–d). There are

several differences between the orientational field seen here

and that in a conventional equilibrium liquid crystalline system,

with the most important being the ability of individual polymers

to self-propel, allowing for active relaxation of the system. The

polymers move such that the curved regions on a polymer can

slide along its length and the center of mass velocity of the

polymer is proportional to and in the direction opposite to

its total curvature.36 The persistent collective motion of active

polymers leads to the defects which are spontaneously created

and annihilated (Movie S5, ESI†) at all times. Since polymers

with higher curvature move more rapidly, the natural tendency

is for high curvature polymers to accumulate behind those with

lower curvature, forming the +1/2 defects shown in Fig. 6(a). For

the same reason, these defects accumulate behind a straight

segment, which is the slowest moving, forming a �1/2 defect,

or have a vacant region in front of them. Defect annihilation

dynamics is also quite different from that in equilibrium

systems and is mainly through a process in which polymers

actively slither past each other. Though this process is akin to

reptation, the polymer motion is no longer diffusive but is

ballistic and configurations can relax much more rapidly by

this active reptation than they can be in equilibrium reptation.

Another distinguishing feature of these defects is the different

types of �1/2 defects that are possible. There are two types of

�1/2 defects – one in which the core is empty and the other in

which the core is filled with polymer endings. Similarly, there

are two types of +1/2 defects – a simple hairpin bend and the

other in which the bend encloses line endings.

Defect dynamics. To quantify the creation and annihilation

dynamics of defects created by extensile active polymers on the

spherical surface, we calculate the number of hairpin defects by

Fig. 5 Extensile active polymers in surface confinement. The 12 panels show instantaneous configurations for different values of surface fraction fs and

activity A. There is a clear signature of an athermal non-equilibrium isotropic–nematic transition as fs is increased and A is decreased. The nematic

phase contains �1
2 disclinations, generic to any nematic phase and, specifically, chain ends and hairpins found only in liquid-crystalline polymers.

Each chain is colored from green to red with increasing normalized magnitude of its local curvature using the same colorbar as in Fig. 2.
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tracking high curvature regions that are clustered together

(see the ESI† for details on identification of defects). The total

number of such defects created up to a time t as a function of t,

for different values of activity, is shown in Fig. 6(e). The total

number of defects annihilated up to a time t also increases with

t in a similar fashion, leading to a steady state wherein the

number of defects at any time fluctuates around a mean value

(Fig. S7, ESI†). The dimensionless rate of defect production Ktk,

where K is the rate of production of defects and tk is the

bending relaxation time, as a function of activity for different

polymer surface fractions is shown in Fig. 6(f). The rate of

production of defects increases as the activity increases for all

volume fraction values. There exists a critical activity above

which we see a sharp increase in the rate of production of

defects. This critical activity is independent of the surface

fraction occupied by polymers and Ac � 15. Since the possible

number of defects is limited by the number of polymers,

the defect production rate eventually slows down. Similarly,

the velocity with which the polymer moves is smaller when the

surface fraction occupied by the polymer is higher, which

lowers the defect production rate. The above two factors are

evident from Fig. 6(f).

In the regime where A � 1 active relaxation dominates and

the hairpins relax rapidly. However, for a +1/2 defect to relax,

collective motion of many polymers is required. To understand

how the number of filaments in a defect affects its lifetime tL,

we plot the joint distribution of the lifetimes of defects and the

associated number of polymers in Fig. 6(g) at a constant activity

A ¼ 30. For a given surface fraction of polymers, the lifetimes

of defects with more associated polymers are shorter as they

have a higher active velocity, which accelerates active reptation

of polymers, the main mechanism for the annihilation of

defects. The defects with higher lifetimes have fewer polymers

associated with them.

We compute the distribution of the lifetimes of defects for

different values of activity at a constant volume fraction and see

that they decay as an inverse square of time with an exponential

cut off. This distribution for different values of activity at

surface fraction fs = 0.64 is shown in Fig. 6(h). We see from

the figure that the lifetime of defects is smaller for higher

activity, as expected from increased active reptation.

6 Conclusions

The collective dynamics of extensile and contractile active

polymers have been studied through Brownian microhydro-

dynamics simulations, which take into account forces and

torques mediated by active flow. The effects of activity and

polymer density on the dynamics of active polymers confined to

the surface or interior of a spherical volume have been inves-

tigated. The state formed by the contractile polymers in the

volume confinement is found to depend on the diameter of the

spherical volume to which they are confined. When the length

of the polymer is larger than the confinement diameter,

the chains show an entangled state at all densities. However,

extensile active polymers subjected to the same confinement

form an entangled, coherently moving state only above a

critical volume fraction and activity. The critical activity itself

Fig. 6 Dynamics of disclinations in extensile surface-confined active

polymers. The first four panels (a–d) show configurations along a dynamical

trajectory with the �1
2 disclinations marked by the � signs. Each chain is

colored from green to red with increasing normalized magnitude of its local

curvature using the same colorbar as in Fig. 2. The most distinctive feature

of the dynamics is the non-conservation of topological charge where, as

shown in (d), the �1
2 disclination disappears leaving an uncompensated +1

2

disclination. This is possible due to the finite energy cost of individual

disclinations arising from the screening of splay. In (e) the total number of

defects (including both disclinations and hairpins) produced up to time t is

plotted for various activities, showing that the rate of defect production is

constant and increases with activity. In (f), this rate, non-dimensionalised by

tk, is plotted as a function of activity for various surface fractions. Defect

production is suppressed at high surface fractions due to the increased steric

cost of bending. In (g), the joint distribution of the number of chains in a

defect and its lifetime is shown. Defects with fewer chains have longer

lifetimes. The marginal distribution of lifetimes is shown in (h). The red line

is a guide to the eye. Simulations in the first four panels are for fs = 0.64

and A ¼ 30.
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decreases as the volume fraction of the polymer increases. The

nature of the entangled state in the extensile polymers is quite

different from that in contractile polymers. This difference

is brought out by the average polymer linking number and

crossing number. Analysis of these numbers show that, in

the case of contractile polymers, only a few filaments are

responsible for entanglements.

When confined to move on the surface of a sphere, active

polymers exhibit characteristic topological phenomena. Contrac-

tile polymers in surface confinement form loops (+1 defects)

and T junctions irrespective of surface density and activity.

In contrast, extensile polymers show orientationally ordered

regions at the moderate activity and surface density of the

polymer. Spontaneous and persistent collective motion of

extensile active polymers in the ordered phase leads to the

creation and annihilation of half-integer disclinations. The

number of such defects can be controlled by the strength of

activity. The important characteristic of the ordered states of

both contractile and extensile cases is that topological charge is

not conserved. This is because, unlike continuum theory, the

ordered state of the chain resolved model presented here allows

for empty spaces which makes isolated defect annihilation

possible.

In the study presented here, it is assumed that the viscosities

of fluids in the regions interior and exterior to the spherical

region of confinement are the same and the fluid is allowed to

flow freely through the boundary. It may be interesting to

explore the effects of the different viscosities of the fluid in

the inner and outer regions of confinement on the collective

dynamics of active polymers. After this manuscript was sub-

mitted, a paper on the structure and dynamics of a single active

polymer with no-slip boundary conditions on the confining

sphere appeared in print.45 The effects of such no-slip boundary

conditions on the confining sphere can significantly change the

dynamics of many active polymers. A systematic study of these

aspects will be presented in the future.
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